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Our mission has never changed, and that is  – to provide
extraordinary quality and value so that our customers will

return time and again.
 

By continually evolving our product range and setting high-
quality standards ensures that you, the customer, receive the

highest standards available. We give our customers added
reassurance when choosing our products and services through

the following:

About Us
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Our Mission

S.W.Plastic has been at the forefront
of the regions home improvements

industry for OVER...

30
Years

01760 751 333 | info@swplastic.co.uk

All of our profiles are
manufactured here in the

UK and as such meet
extremely high quality
standards, whilst also

helping us to support the
British economy and

manufacturing industry.

MADE IN BRITAIN
At SW Plastic, We take our

responsibility for protecting
the environment extremely
seriously and do all that we

can to protect it. For example,
All of our glass, PVC, metal,

and wood wastage is
collected and sent to

recycling plants.

THE ENVIRONMENT
All of our products provide

exceptional levels of
security and protection

against intruders.
 

If you would like more
information about this, get

in contact with us!

SECURE
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Window Designs
We offer windows in a variety of styles and
colours to suit every home. Every single
window is designed and assembled with the
latest energy-saving technology and security
features to ensure your home is as efficient
and safe as possible.

Whether you’re looking for new windows for a
new build or replacement windows to give
your home a fresh new look – we want your
home to look special, down to the very last
detail.

Bay Windows
Enjoy panoramic views and floods of sunlight
by choosing a beautiful bay window. The arc of
casement window frames makes a strong style
statement and gives your home valuable extra
space. Select a Bay Window and we’ll
configure them to your specification in the size
and colour of your choice.

Once you’ve decided exactly what you want,
they can give you an accurate quote. Your bay
windows will then be manufactured by
craftsmen to your specifications, ensuring that
they fit perfectly in your home.

Casement Windows
Casement windows are secure, energy-
efficient and attractive, so it’s no surprise that
they’re our best-selling style. We’ll design them
especially for you in the colour and
configuration of your choice. With top or side
hinges, you can pick your glazing and finishing
touches for a tailored look and high
performance.

Our casement windows allow maximum light
into your rooms and their energy-efficiency
can help cut your heating bills. They look great,
help to keep you safe and can be designed to
be unique to you.

Get a FREE No-Obligation Quote Today!

01760 751 333 | info@swplastic.co.uk
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Sash Windows
Add elegance and period grandeur to your
home with vertical sliding sash windows. Made
from one or more movable ‘sashes’ for
maximum ventilation, you can also create the
appearance of individual panes with cottage
bars.

Depending on your choice of frame, our
vertical sliding sash windows’ energy-efficient
construction comes with either A-rated or B-
rated glass as standard to help reduce your
heating bills and keep your home warm when
it’s cold outside. We even make them so that
they tilt for easy cleaning.

Tilt & Turn Windows
Tilt and turn windows are ideal for many
homes because they can be tilted inwards for
effective ventilation and turned to make it easy
for you to clean them from the inside. Their
crisp, modern style suits any type of property,
while energy-efficient materials will help to
keep you warm – and your heating bills low.

Our tilt & turn windows will let the summer in
and help keep winter chills out. They can help
to reduce your heating bills and keep your
home warm when it’s cold outside with their
energy-efficient construction.

Cottage Windows
Beautifully replicating traditional cottage
windows, this style is the perfect way to
preserve the features of an older property or
give a new home an authentic feel. Featuring
glazing bars that give the appearance of
separate panes of glass, we will design your
windows especially for you and your choice of
colour and finishing touches.

Call us on 01760 751 333 or visit us at
swplastic.co.uk for information about any of
the windows listed.

01760 751 333 | info@swplastic.co.uk
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Door Designs
Every door from SW Plastic is energy-efficient,
secure and stylish. Choose from a wide range
of colours and designs to achieve the look you
want, or let the light flood into your home with
a French, bi-fold or patio double-glazed door.
For a complete makeover, add a matching
garage door or porch.

For more customisable options we will send
you more specific and appropriate brochures
as this is just an overview of the types of doors
we do. Email us at info@swplastic.co.uk and
we will send them to you.

French Doors
Enjoy your garden throughout the year with
our elegant external French doors. Choose
from our extensive range of colours to make a
bold style statement. They’re available in uPVC
and are durable, energy-efficient and fitted
with a Yale kitemarked 3-star cylinder lock as
standard.

Our French doors are a timeless classic that
adds character to any home. And have been
brought right up to date with advanced frame
materials, energy-efficient sealed units for
thermal performance and a range of
sophisticated security features.

Patio Doors
Sleek and space-saving, sliding patio doors let
the light and fresh air stream into your home.

Smooth to open and close, you can choose
between aluminium and uPVC and from a wide
range of colours. They’re energy-efficient and
secure, fitted with a Yale kitemarked 3-star
cylinder lock as standard.

Our sliding patio doors are a contemporary,
stylish and space-saving way to bring you closer
to your garden. The doors slide open easily to
create the perfect entrance in summer weather.
And in winter, they give unrivalled insulation.

01760 751 333 | info@swplastic.co.uk
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Bi-Folding Doors
S.W.Plastic’s bi-folding doors meet the
demands of contemporary living and combine
this with beauty and practical functionality.

These aesthetically pleasing door panels are
configured into a number of concertina folds
that can be pulled back to offer optimum
versatility, light and access into any room.

Where an opening or partition is required
between rooms, whether a small or large room
or where your home leads onto a patio or
outside area and you want to extend your view
of the garden, the bi-fold door is ideal for these
applications. Bi-fold doors create synergy
between rooms of all shapes and sizes to
seamlessly connect your living space whether
indoors or outdoors.

Porch
An SW Plastic porch does more than add extra
space to your home – we’ll tailor the roof, brick,
window and door options to your
requirements and give your property the
‘Wow’ factor. It will also increase your home’s
energy efficiency and add an extra layer of
security, with a top-of-the-range Yale
kitemarked 3-star cylinder lock fitted as
standard. If you need planning permission,
we’ll take care of that too.

An SW Plastic porch creates a distinctive and
secure entrance for your home. You can
choose from a variety of different roof designs,
many walls and brickwork options, and from
our full range of double-glazed windows and
doors

For more information call us on 01760 751 333.

01760 751 333 | info@swplastic.co.uk

Get a FREE No-Obligation Quote
Send us an email at info@swplastic.co.uk if

you would like more information



Composite Doors
Composite doors are made of a selection of
materials including a solid timber core, glass-
reinforced plastic and uPVC to name a few.
Each material is chosen for its specific
properties, fused together to result in one of
the strongest door materials currently on the
market.

This promises to add extra security, enhanced
weatherproofing and provides you with
complete peace of mind about the safety and
protection of your family and home. The
advantages of a composite door include the
extensive choice you get when it comes to
tailoring them to your personal taste and
requirements. With an array of colours to
choose from, as well as woodgrain effects,
textures and finishes, you can receive a unique
composite door construction that is bespoke
to your home.

uPVC Doors
An SW Plastic uPVC door is maintenance-free
due to their strong, weatherproof designs
which fight against warping, rotting and
colour fading.

The uPVC doors have excellent sound and
thermal insulation and are a cost-effective
alternative to their wooden counterparts.

They are suitable for both new buildings and
for the renovation of an old building which
could help to add value to your property. Many
of the doors come with double-glazing and
they are internally beaded for added security.

For more information and designs contact us
to receive a FREE Brochure on 01760 751 333 or
email us at info@swplastic.co.uk

www.swplastic.co.uk.
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Visit our Facebook page to keep up to date with our products and offers @SWPlastic



With elegant design features characteristic
of the Edwardian era, and a bold
rectangular shape will maximise your floor
space.
The sleek lines of the glass four-sided
pitched roof let in plenty of light for a bright,
airy living space while keeping the
temperature controlled.
Create a traditionally-styled yet light-filled
and modern room by choosing a solid roof –
or opt to replace your existing conservatory
roof with a solid design
Customise your Edwardian conservatory
with a choice of decorative finishes such as
finials, crestings and coloured glass

Edwardian Conservatory
Adding a modern design and traditional twist,
an S.W.Plastic Edwardian conservatory will
give you extra living space with a touch of
elegance.

The angular design and three / five-facet
roof reflect the essence of the Victorian
period with the benefits of contemporary,
energy-saving materials.
Choose a traditional glass roof or opt for a
modern twist with a solid-roofed design. We
can even simply replace your existing
conservatory roof for you.
Every Victorian conservatory is custom-built
here in Britain.
You can customise your conservatory with a
wide range of frames, doors, roof and glass
options and beautiful finishing touches.

Victorian Conservatory
Our Victorian conservatory’s six distinctive,
uncomplicated lines with an airy, angular
shape creating an understated yet imposing
living space which is also perfect for
panoramic views.

Conservatories Designs
You need to look no further than S.W.Plastic
For an affordable and bespoke conservatory.
We work with you to design an individual
conservatory taking into account the size,
shape and it’s finishing touches. Roofs can be
traditional glass or solid or a mixture of both –
for your perfect living space. If you have an
existing conservatory you can just upgrade the
roof with glass, polycarbonate or solid design.

Conservatories (9)
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Its simple design complements all styles of
architecture and can be customised with
your choice of doors, windows and
decorative finishes
Instead of glass, choose a solid roof with
optional roof windows and Solaroof glazing.
We can also replace the roof on your
existing Lean-to conservatory
Available in a wide range of colours and
effects
Every Lean-to conservatory is individually
designed and installed by our experts using
the finest materials.

Lean-To Conservatory
A lean-to conservatory is a perfect choice for a
modern garden room with its simple lines they
complement every style of property.

Bespoke Conservatory
Above is one of the many potential styles
available to you. If you can’t see the style you’re
looking for, please get in touch and we will
provide you with further options.

Next to buying a house or a car, choosing a
conservatory is a big commitment, so you’ll
want to understand the Benefits of an SW
Plastic Conservatory to be confident that
you’re making the right decision. Rest assured
that we are here to make everything easy, from
ordering and planning permission to design
and installation.

If YOU are interested, Contact Us we will be
happy to help!

What can we do for you?
With over 30 years experience in dealing with
Doors, Windows, Conservatories & more, we
offer a unique home care service through-out
East Anglia!

Visit our website www.swplastic.co.uk

Conservatories (10)
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Extensions
At SW Plastic’s we are passionate about building work and improving the quality of life our
customers. If you need a to increase the size of your home or want to convert unused space in
your property, then a house extension might be the ideal solutions for your home.

Although you might not need planning permission for your House Extension you will still need to
get building regulation approval. This is something our expert building team will be able to help
you with. These regulations set out the minimum expectation for such building features as fire
safety, damp proofing, ventilation and energy efficiency

S.W.Plastic can add a stylish and flexible living space that’s designed especially for you.

Every home extension is individually-designed to your exacting requirements and built in any
shape or size
With a great choice of doors, windows, brickwork, roof tiles and decorative features, you can
match your existing property or make a style statement with something completely different
The high-grade security systems we use are a very effective barrier against would-be intruders

Extensions (11)
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Roof-Line
Easy maintenance that saves you time and
money, reliable weatherproofing and long
lasting good looks. There are so many reasons
that make SW Plastic Roof-trim products a
smarter choice for your home.

Turn over to see all the roof-line products we
offer.



Guttering
Damaged roof guttering can seriously damage
your home, so keep yours leak-free and looking
good with SW Plastic. Our roof guttering and
uPVC downpipes feature innovative Gutter-
guards that keep them debris-free and ensure
that water flows safely away from your home.

Rigorously tested and built to last – we
guarantee all parts for 10 years – you can rest
assured that your property will be well
protected for years to come, as your uPVC
guttering will be made specifically for your
home using the highest-quality materials.

Roof-Line (12)
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Barge Boards
uPVC bargeboards can enhance the
appearance of your home but they also
perform the vital function of protecting the
gable ends of its roof.

Replacing bargeboards that have seen better
days with brand new uPVC bargeboards can
give your home perfect protection from the
elements, helping to ensure that it remains dry
and free from rot.

SW Plastic bargeboards are made to protect
your home from the Great British weather.

Fascia & Soffits
SW Plastic uPVC fascia boards and soffits offer
your home vital protection by keeping your
roof space dry and well-ventilated, preventing
damp and condensation.

Our uPVC fascia boards and uPVC soffits are
positioned where your roof meets your outer
wall and perform a vital function in protecting
your home from the wet.

Fascias support the bottom row of roof tiles
and guttering – so it’s essential that they’re
strong enough to carry the weight of water
that runs along your gutters in a downpour.

Cladding
Transform the look of your home with our
stunning exterior uPVC cladding – it looks
fantastic while protecting your walls from the
elements. We have three superb ranges of
external cladding, each meaning you won’t
have to worry about rot, rust or repairs again.
Sw Plastic’s uPVC cladding can give your home
a truly stand-out new look, whether you’re
seeking a modern, traditional or ‘New England’
style.

SW Plastic exterior uPVC cladding will
instantly transform your home with a great
choice of styles and colours. 
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Canopy's
A Canopy In Keeping With Your Home – With
an extensive range of timeless designs, styles
and sizes, we have a canopy to suit your
property, adding value to your home.

Walkway Canopy
Providing your customers with a stunning
walkway and entrance to their properties or
business premises will give them shelter on
arrival to their doors. These stunning walkways
not only look great but are adaptable to suit all
types of buildings and can be freestanding
avoiding any damage to existing walls.

Kitfrom 35 Canopy
Our range of attractive and high-quality
kitform canopy's are the perfect solution for
creating shade and shelter. enabling you to
spend time outdoors regardless of the
weather. 

Our durable Uk manufactured all aluminium
canopy are enjoyed by many customers
throughout the UK to cover hot tubs and
patios., sheltered areas between buildings or
store furniture away from the weather.

Entrance Canopy's
You can provide your customers with stylish,
long-lasting entrance canopies that add
character and design to their homes. Not only
do they offer shade and shelter, but they also
add convenience and make entering their
home much more enjoyable and less of a rush
before the rain comes.

Freestanding Canopy's
Our Freestanding Canopies off a great solution
for your customers to enjoy their hot tubs or
seating areas within their gardens throughout
the year and also provide UV Rays protection
during the summer months especially. They
also offer a great solution to storage for outside
equipment or furniture sheltering them from
the elements avoiding sun damage and
fading.



Carport Designs Simplicity 16
It’s simple – The Simplicity 16 has been developed with speed of installation, durability and cost in
mind.

Due to its clever design, the Simplicity 16 provides a durable and attractive shade and shelter
solution at our most cost-effective price. It can project up to 4 metres and has a lightweight
roofing system, making it perfect for use as a carport or veranda.

The stylish modern design gives a look that is second to none, enhancing your building’s
aesthetics. It also offers unbeatable structural performance, simply outperforming all other
carport and canopy systems pound for pound. This highly versatile canopy and carport system
offer a variety of solutions for:

High-speed installation: We have developed this system in partnership with one of the most
prolific extrusion designers in the industry. Through his extensive expertise and using our
knowledge gained from 25 years of experience, we have created the simplest fixing system
possible.

Impact Resistance: Some of the systems on the market today use PVC or GRP which do not have
the impact resistance of polycarbonate. We only use triple wall 16mm polycarbonate sheeting to
ensure that your investment lasts and has the impact resistance and the snow loading
capabilities for wherever you are in the UK.

Variable resistance: Unlike the majority of roof kits, which only offer a fixed pitch, the Simplicity 16
offers a pitch range of 2.5 degrees to 22.5 degrees to give you that little bit extra.

Carports (14)
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Carports
Verandas
Smoking Shelters
Walkway Canopies
Covered Play Areas
Porch Canopies
Caravan Shelters
And many more applications

The Benefits of using this
system:
All-aluminium system: The
Simplicity 16 is only
manufactured from aluminium
to offer exceptional longevity
and easy maintenance. It also
features hidden, integral
guttering for a clean, modern
appearance.



Carport Designs Simplicity 35
It’s simple – The Simplicity 35 is our most popular carport due to its durability, versatility, and
unlimited length. It is completely constructed from aluminium, giving you a structure with
unbeatable durability together with a life expectancy of up to 25 years.

This robust system is also supplied with a full 10-year guarantee. The Simplicity 35 can be
manufactured to any length to meet specific requirements and can span up to 6 metres,
enabling you to cover multiple cars easily with minimum posts.

It has a modern, stylish appearance and benefits from robust integral aluminium guttering which
creates an attractive finish to the structure whilst also ensuring a quick installation. Furthermore,
this aluminium guttering requires minimal subsequent maintenance throughout the product’s
lifetime.

The Simplicity 35 system features 35mm structured polycarbonate roof panels, which are
available in clear or opal and offers in excess of 98% UV protection which reduces the risk of your
vehicle paintwork fading. They can also keep the interior of your vehicles cool by creating shade
and shelter, preventing unwanted heat on hot, sunny days.

The Simplicity 35 has a variable wall pitch from 2.5° – 45° so that you can decide on the height of
the wall-plate to suit your needs – ideal for taller vehicles such as campervans and caravans. The
aluminium framework, which is supplied in white as standard, can be coloured to any RAL or BS
colour to match your existing window and door frames or to create an attractive contrasting
effect.

Carports (15)
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Visit www.swplastic.co.uk/carports/ to watch a video about this product
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Alfresco Lifestyle Veranda
The Lifestyle Alfresco has a fresh, rounded appearance and has been designed with simplicity in
mind. This sleek structure is subtle and compliments any environment from traditional and
characteristic to fresh and modern.

It features an unlimited length and a maximum span of up to 6m with up to 6m between posts.
This creates a structure that is made bespoke to your customer's requirements and allows them
to cover larger spaces, helping them to use more of their garden throughout the whole year.

The frame is made completely from aluminium which is long-lasting and naturally rust-resistant.
All fixings are hidden within aluminium trims and the downpipes are inside of the posts and can
be connected either underground or diverted to a surface drain. The guttering is integrated,
creating a smooth, clean look and also minimises maintenance.

The smooth & rounded profiles of the Lifestyle Alfresco enables this structure to fit in with both
modern and older style buildings, creating the subtle look that many customers may require.

The Lifestyle Alfresco can be supplied with a number of upgrades to enhance the use of the
structure throughout the year and into the night such as lighting, heating, glass doors and roof
blinds. Please see below for more information.



Alfresco Traditional Veranda
The Traditional Alfresco is a stunning addition to our veranda range and with its massive 6-metre
span between posts, it means that your outside view is never compromised.

We have worked closely with a leading designer in the glazing industry to create an innovative
and truly stunning system that will enhance and add value to your home allowing you to be
sheltered and comfortable in your garden whatever the weather.

The roof can be glazed with either 8mm toughened glass or 35mm polycarbonate sheet. Glass
roofing offers improved acoustic properties reducing the noise of rain during a downpour as well
as providing a sparkling finish which is easy to maintain.

Our innovative aluminium system features an easy-fix clip-on profiles that give a stylish and
modern look. They also mean that any cabling for additional extras such as lighting, heating or
even a sound system can be hidden from view with no unsightly trailing cables.

The Traditional Alfresco is the perfect solution for creating a unique and practical outdoor space
for garden parties, barbecues and all kinds of family and social events all year round.
With a span of 6 metres between posts and an unlimited length, you will have a solution that can
be adapted to suit your exact needs.

The Traditional Alfresco comes with a 10-year guarantee and 25-year life expectancy, is available
in any RAL or BS colour and with optional extras including lighting and heating, it will be an
investment that will enable you to enjoy your outdoor space to the full as well as adding value to
your home.

Verandas (17)
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Alfresco Contemporary Veranda
The Contemporary Alfresco is a sleek yet modern structure that features a subtle elegance that
will never go out of style due to its clean lines and minimal looking aluminium extrusions.

It can span up to 6 metres from the building and be manufactured in any length making it the
ideal shade and shelter structure for any garden that boasts a striking, modern appearance. The
roof can be covered with a choice of 8mm toughened glass that offers a clear view of the sky, or
35mm structured polycarbonate panels that are vandal and shatter-resistant.

The Contemporary Alfresco can be supplied with a range of upgrades to enhance the use of the
structure such as heating, lighting, glass sliding doors and roof blinds. Please see further below for
more detail.

Verandas (18)
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Alfresco Glass Room
The Simplicity Glass Rooms are contemporary
wall-mounted structures that are enclosed
with retractable glass sliding doors. The roof is
covered with a choice of glass or
polycarbonate panels depending on the
desired effect and the frame is made
completely from aluminium for a strong, long-
lasting construction.

Veranda 35
The Veranda 35 is a high strength veranda that
has been proved to be the perfect solutions for
all types of residential properties including
communal buildings such as, flats and care
homes due to its non-fragile roof rating. As an
extremely versatile structure you can benefit
from the weather protection all year round.
The roof panels offer high UV protection,
keeping you safe from the sun.
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M I C H A E L  -  S W A F F H A M  F A C E B O O K

C U S T O M E R

We recently asked Kevin Williams (SW
Plastic) to install a front door for us. He was
very polite on the phone and managed to
quickly arrange a day to get it done. I have
to say they done a good job and my wife
and I are very happy with our new door. I

would definitely recommend their
services.

D E I R D R E  Y A P P  -  F A C E B O O K

C U S T O M E R

Have used them on two houses I've had and
they are professional and helpful, totally

amazing.

J U L I A  M A T T H E W S  -  A T T L E B O R O U G H

Very pleased with our windows, excellent
service, would highly recommend.

K I M  T I T M A R S H  -  S W A F F H A M

I am so delighted with the new door that
SW Plastic supplied and fitted. I had

received many quotes with ridiculous
prices and time scales for delivery. I really

liked the no-nonsense, straightforward
approach from SW plastic. The door is of

excellent quality and the service was
extremely efficient from start to finish. Very

tidy workmanship. I would certainly
recommend SW plastic to anyone.

L O I S  W I L L I A M S  -  S P O R L E

Kevin and his team, are all very polite and
professional, they went above and beyond,
I cannot recommend them high enough,

not only building a new carport for me but
removing the old one. They also made sure

the area was kept clean and tidy.

S W A F F H A M  T O W N  F O O T B A L L  C L U B

 
Swaffham Town Football & Social Club is

delighted with the quality and
professionalism provided by SW Plastic.
The transformation and improvement

both cosmetic and by increased security is
fantastic and will be appreciated by both

our players, supporters, and Club
members. The site was left clean and tidy
with all waste removed. This support and

service are invaluable to make the
operation of a purely voluntary community

organisation possible. 
 

Many thanks, Ray Secretary STFC
 G R A N T  L O N G  -  N A R B O R O U G H

Had a carport 16 fitted, from quoting to
installation and even a revisit for

adjustments, Kevin, Jamie & Ant were very
professional, very polite, worked hard in

horrendous weather, and still kept smiling.
Very happy with the company and the

carport.

For more reviews and testimonials please visit our Google My Business Page and
our Facebook Page



CONTACT US TODAY

EMAIL US AT
 

 INFO@SWPLASTIC.CO.UK

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
 

WWW.SWPLASTIC.CO.UK

CALL US ON 
 

01760 751 333

WINDOWS, DOORS & MORE
THROUGHOUT EAST ANGLIA!
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